FAQS
1. How is Main Dining different on Edge?
We’ve redesigned the main dining experience to include not one but four complimentary main
restaurants. All four restaurants will offer the same award‐winning menu items that our guests
know and love that change nightly, plus each restaurant will feature new and Exclusive dishes
inspired by a specific region of the world. The design and ambiance of each dining room also
showcases the specific restaurant concept. Guests will have more choices than ever before.
2. How does main dining on Edge work?
It’s familiar and easy:
Choose Traditional Dining




Early (6pm) or late (8.30pm)
Get the same table, same waiter
We’ll assign the restaurant

OR Select Dining Plus



Pick your time
Pick your restaurant

Enjoy Menu offerings:




75% same menu / rotates nightly
25% exclusive features / does not rotate
More choices than ever before

3. Is this Dynamic Dining? How is it different than Dynamic Dining?
No, this is not Dynamic Dining, this is Celebrity Select Dining Plus. We’re offering guest
everything they know and love about Celebrity Main Dining. We are simply giving our guests
more choices than ever before. With Traditional Dining and Celebrity Select Dining Plus, we
have a dining option to meet everyone’s preference. It is that simple – pick your restaurant and
your time and enjoy.
4. Will you rotate through the dining rooms?
Guests will not automatically rotate through the dining room, but they have the option to if they
so choose through Celebrity Select Dining Plus.
5. Will Celebrity still offer Select Dining?
Yes, Celebrity will continue to offer the brand’s Celebrity Select Dining option, but because
guests now have four restaurants to choose from, Celebrity renamed it Celebrity Select Dining
Plus. This option allows guests to dine when and where they’d like each evening. They can make
reservations in any of the four restaurants, if they know they want to eat at a specific time and
restaurant, or they can simply show up and enjoy dinner on their own time. The choice as to
how guests plan their evening meals is, as always, up to them.
6. Why did we make this change to our Main Dining Experience?
We’ve designed this culinary experience around what our guests told us they want, and what we
know works. Space and seating in 4 main restaurants allows us to have flexibility based on
demand and more amazing options for our guests. Now when our guests sail on a 7 or 10‐night
cruise, they will have more variety with four main dining rooms to choose from. We have more
capacity than ever before to deliver everything that our guests want – the best culinary
experience at sea, period. No one does it better than Celebrity.
7. How do I make my Dining reservations?
While booking your cruise holiday, you can select Traditional Dining, (early or late seating). If
you prefer to select your dining time and restaurant through Celebrity Select Dining Plus, you
can make your dining preference selections, after you have a booking number, in Cruise Planner
accessed through celebritycruises.co.uk
8. Am I required to make reservations on a nightly basis when on Celebrity Select Dining Plus?
Reservations are highly encouraged prior to boarding your cruise; however, they are not
mandatory. If you prefer to leave the planning to us, make no selection at all, we will provide
the allocation and inform the guests on Day 1 of the voyage. Guests will find their reservation
assignment in their cabin. Thereafter, you can make reservations onboard or simply turn up
between 7‐9.30om and wait to be seated.

9. If I am in Traditional Dining and want to experience another restaurant, can I?
Absolutely! We will handle onboard requests based on availability. If a guest wants to change
for the entire cruise, or just the night, we will do our best to accommodate. If the guests are in
Select Dining Plus, they can choose any of the four main dining restaurants with or without
reservations based on availability.
10. If I am in Traditional Dining and go to experience another restaurant, will my Waiter follow
me?
Waiters will not rotate throughout the venues with their guests. The team of Waiters will
remain in each of their respective venues.
11. What are the available select dining times?
Guests can choose any dining time between 6:00 PM and 9:30 PM.
12. If I am dining in Tuscan and want an exclusive dish from Normandie, can I get it?
Our menus are identical except for a few exclusive signature dishes, so we encourage you to try
one of our other restaurants and we are happy to make reservations for one night in order for
you to do so. These will be accommodated based on availability.
13. What if we have a group of people that are more than the capacity of a single restaurant and
want to sit together?
Each main dining restaurant can sit up to 200 people. Groups larger than 200 will dine in
separate restaurants. Any requests beyond 200 must be approved by Celebrity Cruises.
14. What if I am Traditional, but want to choose my specific dining room pre‐cruise.
Guests will be requested to send an e‐mail to CelebrityDining@celebrity.com and we will
forward on to the ship, doing our best to accommodate their requests, based on availability.

15. What is the pricing for specialty restaurants?

16. When will guests understand what dining room they have been allocated, pre‐cruise or on
embarkation?
If a guest is in Celebrity Select Dining Plus and makes their reservations online prior to the
cruise, it will appear in their Cruise Planner via celebritycruises.co.uk
If a guest doesn’t use the Cruise Planner book dining reservations, we will provide the allocation
and inform the guests on Day 1 of the voyage. Guests will find their reservation assignment in
their cabin.
Guest booking the Traditional Dining Program will find their reservation assignment in their
cabin.
17. For guests already booked looking to understand their dining room allocation, how will they
know which restaurant they have been allocated?
Guests who choose Traditional Dining (early or late) will have this information available to on
embarkation. Guests who have booked Select dining, can choose to make reservations in Cruise
planner otherwise they will find their first night restaurant allocation upon boarding.
18. Can guests or agents choose Traditional or Select Dining in Espresso and Airwaves?
Both booking tools allow you to select either traditional dining by early or late sitting, or Select
dining. Reservations for restaurants can only be made in the Cruise Planner.
19. Will Zenith members have access to The Retreat Lounge?
We are excited to welcome all our loyalty members onboard Edge. Zenith members will have
access to The Retreat Lounge (which replaces Michaels Club as the new suite lounge)
Access to The Retreat Sundeck and Luminae @ The Retreat will be exclusive to suite guests

We are working out all the loyalty benefits, offerings and upgrades. They will be communicated
with Loyalty members as new offers are decided. Loyalty members can always go to
celebritycruises.co.uk for information.
20. What decks are the venues located on?
Blu

Deck 5

Café Al Bacio

Deck 4

Cosmopolitan Restaurant

Deck 4

Cyprus Restaurant

Deck 4

Dinner on the Edge

Deck 16

Eden Bar

Deck 5

Eden Café

Deck 5

Eden Restaurant

Deck 4

Edge Cabanas

Deck 14

Fine Cut Steakhouse

Deck 5

Grand Plaza Cafe

Deck 3

Il Secondo Bacio

Deck 14

Le Grand Bistro

Deck 4

Luminae at The Retreat

Deck 12

Magic Carpet

Deck 5

Mast Grill

Deck 14

Normandie Restaurant

Deck 3

Oceanview Café

Deck 14

Raw on 5

Deck 5

Rooftop Garden Grill

Deck 15

Sunset Bar

Deck 15

The Casino Bar

Deck 4

The Club

Deck 4

The Martini Bar

Deck 3

The Pool Bar

Deck 14

The Retreat Lounge

Deck 15

The Retreat Pool Bar

Deck 16

The Spa Café & Juice Bar

Deck 14

The Theater Bar

Pending

Tuscan Restaurant

Deck 3

21. What are the hours of operation for the dining venues?

22. Are there child age restrictions to any of the specialty restaurants for Edge? No
23. Are there a children’s menu available at the specialty restaurants for Edge? Yes
24. If there is a children’s menu available, what is the child’s price?
Kids 0‐5 years old = Free of charge in Specialty restaurants
Kids 6‐12years old = $ 10.0 Kids Cover charge in Specialty Restaurants
25. Will the Specialty Dining Packages onboard Edge be the same price as currently?
Yes, the specialty dining packages price will be the same as current.
26. How can you make a reservation for The Magic Carpet and Dinner on the Edge?
Reservations for each can be made once onboard only.

